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Defining Environmental Security as a National Security Issue

Berna Aksoy Özcan

Abstract

In the 1990s, the relationship between security and the environment has been studied intensively due to globalization. As a result of the environmental problems being included in the national security agenda, the elements of the traditional security understanding remained insufficient in the definition of national security. The uncertainty and non-locality of global environmental threats force the state, which is the highest organizational structure among the actors of international relations, to play an important role in ensuring environmental security and cooperating with other states.

In this study, it will be argued that environmental security is a national security issue. Since environmental threats are different from classical security threats, it will be pointed out that environmental security is at least as important as national security in state governance based on human survival.
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1. Introduction

Since the 1980s, there have been various academic studies have examined the relationship between environmental issues and security. In these studies, three opinions have attracted our attention. The first is the pessimistic opinion Neo-Malthusian approach which emphasizes environmental scarcity and conflict and sees the population as an important cause, and the second is the optimistic approach or skeptical neoliberal approach which argues that science and technology have sufficient potential to solve environmental and climate problems, and the third one is the justice-oriented utilitarian approach, which argues that international cooperation will solve global problems. All three approaches point out the state as the main actor in the cause-and-effect relationship of global environmental issues. In recent studies, because of the complexity and regional diversity of environmental issues, researchers have examined this problem within the framework of global security and in terms of international cooperation with an approach centered on human security.
In fact, according to the national security process in environmental issues, the lack of clarity is what the threat is or which threat may affect which destination. It also relates to the resilience, capacity, compliance, and intensity of the threat to confront this type of threat and requires long-term preparation. However, the probability of the threat to environmental security makes it difficult to consider both the state and the individual. This is because traditional national security is focused on existing threats or past threats or the enemy states. However, today's global environmental threats are not similar to the past threats encountered in a certain region or at a certain time. Hence, it is necessary to redefine national security in terms of environmental security threats. In this study, national security will be examined at the state level in terms of the relationship between environmental security and national security.

The purpose of limiting the subject to the state level is that global environmental problems have potentially violent conflicts, and the impact of environmental degradation on the well-being of societies and economies. As a result of the environmental issues being included in the national security agenda, the elements of the traditional security understanding are insufficient to define national security and the need for the state to redefine national security emerges. The fact that global environmental threats are based on probabilities forces the state to play a significant role in ensuring environmental security since it is the highest organizational structure among international societies. In this context, although liberals claim that globalization limits the effective role of states, it is the fact that the active role of states continues due to their institutional structures and their contributions to international cooperation in solving global environmental problems concerning the environment and national security.

In this study, it will be argued that environmental issues should be perceived as national security issues due to changing conditions. Additionally, it will be emphasized that the state should consider national security issues over uncertain and sudden environmental threats and create a new national security perspective. In the first part, a conceptual analysis is made and the concepts of security, national security, and environmental security are explained. In the second part, the overlapping parameters of environmental security issues and national security

issues are discussed. In the last part, it is explained that environmental security should be considered a national security issue and that national security should be redefined.

2. The Concept of Security and the Role of State

Security is derived from the Latin word "Securitas", which consists of the combination of the words se (without) and cura (anxiety). Securitas means "Silence and being free from anxiety". It is Cicero adds the word to the literature in the form of "Securitas". In philosophy, it was first used by Cicero and Lukretius to express a psychological state of mind, such as relief from grief and suffering. Security was used as a political term to refer to "political stability" during the reign of the Roman Emperor Augustus. In the 16th century, Hobbes argued that the state's goal was to ensure individual security and that it provided a cumulative benefit by gathering power on one hand through the social contract. While surrendering their freedom and rights to the state, the individual obtains his security against any danger under the control of the state. This instability and constant shows that security is more important than freedom in an individual sense. Hobbes stated in his Leviathan that the state is the enforcer of the laws of nature as the dominant power and protects social security through laws. Therefore, the concept of security is identical to the concept of state.

Security has also been used along with the word "certainty" in the sense of maintaining the status quo due to conflict in many intra-European wars in the West. 18th-Century Enlightenment Philosophers (Kant, Locke, Montesquieu, Bentham, Rousseau, Hume) argued that the state played an active role in creating political stability and the notion of sovereignty through the general will of individuals. They especially referred to the importance of Hobbes' environment of trust in eliminating the evil in humans through the state.
particular, Kant outlined the conditions for peace in his philosophical essay “Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch”, which resembled the democratic peace theory in some ways. He mentioned the republican states, which he defined to have representative governments, as the establishment of an international federation of the whole states. Kant also argued that the protection of individual rights would be ensured at a universal level as a result of the creation of international citizenship law. This will present a universal peace environment and end the struggle for the supremacy of the states. The categorical imperatives and transnational citizenship law, which Kant cites as the key to achieving Perpetual Peace, are based on the assumption that all states should be governed by the republic to idealize peace. Grotius, a representative of 17th-century philosophy, also defined international security as a more moderate international system. According to him, it's unlike that individual security will be guaranteed by a joint agreement among independent states, and this guarantee will also provide an international legal system that considers the balance of interstate interest and power. Hobbes's realism, Kant's theory of perpetual peace, and Grotius's definition of international law argue that states are the most important institutions that ensure the safety of the individual.

The purpose of the establishment of the state is the happiness of the individual and therefore the happiness of the society in political practice. The voluntary abandonment of individuals' freedom to achieve equality and justice is related to the high level of awareness provided by education. To idealize the state is to educate the individual and to ensure political stability through education. In defining the concept of security, it makes sense to match the definition of security with "political stability" during the reign of the Roman Emperor Augustus. Therefore, safety and security are assured by the citizens of a nation contractually ceding their freedom to the state to be protected from threats and to be liberated.

The traditional meaning of national security is protection from organized violence caused by armed foreigners or enemy states. It is so vital to protect the state’s territorial integrity for the state’s survival. In this respect, international relations have always been evaluated based on relations among states, through the concepts of war and peace. The state, which is the
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supreme authority aims for a foreign policy based on the national interest to protect its borders, which is a security area in its relations with other states. Due to the wide scope of the security issues as a consequence of globalization, it is impossible to solve the problems at the local, regional, national, or international level through one or more variables, as a result of the catastrophic effect of security-related problems. In fact, today national security is discussed over many variables that are the basic dynamics of the state's survival dilemma in political, economic, and social security fields. The primary security problems of the state arise in these fields. In addition, energy security, commercial security, environmental security, resource security, etc. are the issues that arise as a consequence of globalization and suggest that national security should be discussed more comprehensively.

3. The Concept of Environmental Security

The environment is expressed as "environment" in English and its origin comes from the Latin word "Amet". The meaning of the environment is the "supplier". In the human-environment relationship, the environment is the resource and the human is the end-user. Therefore, the environment is the supplier of all human needs. The first stage of human survival is supplying the needs, then the second stage is to create a safe space to be protected from dangers and to continue living in safety. This safe area also needs a strong organization and public administration due to social life. The primary reason is to ensure that the need for food becomes sustainable, and the secondary reason for human survival is to carry its existence into the future, including the next generations. Environmental security refers to the natural resources and habitable environment of a country in a way that threatens the economic, political, and social stability of a country. The concept of environmental security was first expressed as an area of international policy in the 1994 report of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED).

At the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, it was reported that the environment acts as a catalyst for the concept of sustainability. The structure of globalization that supports neoliberal economies in the 1990s and the relative removal of the borders of countries against liberal economies have also changed the priorities of national policies. Development, which is an element of competition among states, has become an important part of the sustainability of the environment in these years. This has caused it to be taken into consideration as a political priority because it is impossible to talk about sustainable development without providing environmental security. Therefore, environmental security is directly related to both sustainable development and national security, as the environment affects economic and political conditions.

Environment, as a natural resource, is a production factor of the development goals in capitalist economies. But today, deterioration of the quality of natural resources as a result of industrialization, inequality in taking advantage of natural resources in the regions where resources belong, and inequality in the geographical distribution of resources, forces migrations of resource scarcity. Today, issues such as high politics are among the foreign policy issues of states. Simultaneously, these problems are internal security problems. Because three problems can be both the cause and result of environmental degradation. The solution to these problems is based on long-term planning. The problems include population growth, inequality, and poverty. These factors not only cause conflicts in interstate relations but also cause intergovernmental conflicts with neighboring regions where there is a shortage of access to resources within the country.

4. Redefining National Security

It can be emphasized that the meaning and perception of the concept of national security changes up till now determined by the differentiation, violence, and impact of threats, as well as changes in needs arising from the change in societies. Today, the functions of states are similar to the structure of the societies they belong to. The view of the state as an object of society to the national security problem also differs from state to state in this respect. Society's
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perception of the state is the sharing of rights and freedoms, and the provision of justice includes
the protection of the state in view of national security, taking precautions against threats, and
defending the country. Hence, considering that the concept of national security should meet
social expectations, both the physical basis and the institutional structure of the state are shaped
according to the national interest. The traditional meaning of national security is protected from
organized violence by armed external forces. Protecting the territorial integrity of the state is as
vital as the survival of the state. Hence, international relations have always been discussed
through the concepts of war and peace based on interstate relations. The state, which is the
supreme authority, aims at a foreign policy based on the national interest to protect its borders,
which is a security area in relations with other states.

National security is a concept defined by many theorists and statemen in many ways. Though all definitions can be categorized based on three dimensions:\(^{20}\)

a) Security based on conflict or cooperation
b) The unit of analysis (individual, national, or global)
c) The threats with which it is concerned

However, in addition to this explanation, security has faced multilayered issues revealed
by globalization. In 1994, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) proposed a new
understanding of security, called "human security", in which people are at the center, rather
then a narrow understanding of military and political security.\(^{21}\) In the general framework of
the UN Human Development Reports, the solution point in the fight against environmental
issues has been the sustainability of development. However, as a result of the sustainability of
development, the aim of economic benefit only for developed countries has revealed
inequality.\(^{22}\) This situation creates a risk of conflict in interstate relations. Therefore, sustainable
development in global environmental issues should be evaluated with a cumulative benefit. The
concept of development should be urgently evaluated in terms of the sustainability of life and
the environment since the raw material resources in the world are rapidly deteriorating and
decreasing as a result of mass production. This is because the environment created by
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globalization in connection with the economy makes only a limited society in welfare. However, a larger world population in total lives under the threat of hunger, drought, and conflict. Therefore, solving the environmental issues caused by climate change is an ethical issue, not a political one.\textsuperscript{23} The most important factor for environmental issues to be of ethical value is that the value of benefit should be in balance in every field (economic, political, social) related to human beings. Today, it is possible to focus on the quality of development, not the quantity of development, and to achieve sustainability by enacting constructive policies and appropriate legislation in the economic, political, and social fields.\textsuperscript{24} Considering that the effective role of the state primarily ensures individual and social security, this is possible with the sustainability of life as a priority, but the sustainability of development as well as the minimization of human harm to the environment. Therefore, today, with the effects of globalization, the narrow meaning of the concept of the national security process replaced with broader human security.

In 1986, Lester Brown, in his article "Redefining National Security", stated that there is an effective relationship between climate change and security, and the degree of influence of societies on food security is related to the struggle for existence. He stated that the military forces of the states will be insufficient to deal with the problems caused by climate change and that effective policies will emerge with the revision of the budgets of the states after the joint disarmament decision.\textsuperscript{25} The most important factors in perceiving environmental issues as security problems are famine and resource scarcity. The associated reduction of agricultural land and the deterioration or pollution of water resources cause internal conflicts or forced migrations in societies (underdeveloped countries) that adopt the environment as a living space at the lowest level. Forced migration has become a foreign policy problem by affecting the demographics and economy of neighboring countries.\textsuperscript{26} For example in the 1970s, Ethiopia's loss of arable land caused food shortages, which increased migration to Somalia and accelerated the Somali invasion of Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{27} In case the natural resources of a society move away from
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the sustainable level, social conflict may occur as a result of social and economic contraction.\textsuperscript{28} Many conflicts about security in the past have been due to resource scarcity or the inequality in the geographical distribution of natural resources and the effort to reach them. Inequality causes conflict in social life. Here, we can talk about the relationship between the source and violence. Because in the consumption of natural resources for the benefit of humans and society, when the supply cannot be provided by the environment or the state, the disruption of the vital order also reveals conflict. Richard Falk's book "This Endangered Planet", written in 1971, mentioned the violence factor in the environment-security relationship for the first time Falk emphasized that the environment can be a cause of conflict by talking about the defense of the powers that have a large share of the resources to protect the resources against the weaker side that has a smaller share.\textsuperscript{29} The scarcity of resources in the world, and the geographically unequal distribution of resources cause powerful states to strategically intervene in these resources and control their resources. For example, in Darfur Problem, China, as a developing country, conducts an effective and strategic policy on African countries, as it meets its increasing energy needs from African countries (Sudan, Angola).\textsuperscript{30} The more vital the demand for scarce resources is for the country, the better the location of the resource should be controlled.

In 1994, Robert Kaplan spoke of a dark future in his book titled "The Coming Anarchy", where environmental issues will cause national security problems.\textsuperscript{31} Thomas Home-Dixon, in his book titled "Environment, famine and violence" published in 1999, claimed that we are on the verge of a period that will increase military conflict with the effect of increasing environmental change.\textsuperscript{32} Kaplan and Dixon emphasized the environmental stress caused by climate change on national security and that preventing this change and ensuring the safety of the environment is essential for national security. If the demand for resources remains the same, the existence of problems such as the decrease in the productivity of agricultural lands, the decrease in agricultural and forest lands, and water scarcity will cause economic contractions in some countries. For this reason, three elements in environmental security will increase the

state's security concerns. The first is the decrease or deterioration of the resources of the environment, the second is rapid population growth, and the third is poverty. Hunger, migration, economic crisis, and political tension are the result of deterioration in underlying environmental factors. Therefore, a country will need to keep the productivity and accumulation value of its resources (population amount and national income) constant to save itself from being dragged into this environment.

4.1. Overlapping Environmental Security Issues to the National Security Issues

The state should be able to supply resources affordable for the benefit of society or to provide equality among the various segments of society in terms of using natural resources for them. Therefore, resource scarcity caused by environmental degradation is a problem of both internal and external security. The international society and cross-border economic, social, and political problems, epidemics, population growth, migrant and refugee problems, environmental pollution, and poverty, which have emerged with globalization, are threats to the countries. The ability of countries to protect both their borders and populations in terms of efficiency and improvement of natural resources has become the parameters of national security policy today.

At this point, the national security approach based on social security would be the right approach to make the territorial defense sustainable in the balance of human nature by considering the environment as a value. Because the continuity of the supply environment provided by the environment to humans is possible if the environment is sustainable as an ethical value. The role of states is to both benefit the people of the society they belong to and create a cumulative effect by considering equal and fair sharing. In addition, the state should find solutions to environmental threats within the framework of cooperation, with an approach that adopts sharing the solution resources at the regional and international levels with the international society. However, the solution to the problems arising from environmental degradation causes the states to produce national policies and limited solutions instead of humanitarian policies since these are both long-term and require a large financial resource.

The state is responsible for the sustainability of the supply of natural resources and the stability of the environment for society's survival. Ecosystem stability is a significant issue that provides a regular environment in which species can survive. However, a new concept named "environmental stability" is a gateway to political, economic, and social stabilities and also sustainabilities. Environmental stability will be possible in an environment of peace and cooperation. In this regard, Dalby argues that interstate cooperation is inevitable on a thin line between stability and instability since the environmental change has dimensions that will cause both structural and direct violence. However, structural and direct violence can cause environmental insecurity.

If the environmental stability of a country deteriorates, the balance in the economy deteriorates, the social life becomes disordered and this deteriorates the socio-political structure. For example, the Darfur Problem between Arab Sudanese and Black Sudanese in the west of Sudan in 2013, over the threats mostly caused by climate change. The factors such as ethnicity, oil, population growth, uncontrolled armament, and terrorism, totally are caused the conflict, but the researchers or politicians called the case the first case of "conflict caused

38 Myers, 1987, 48.
39 Sudan's Darfur region is an ethnically populated area in western Sudan where Muslim Arabs and predominantly Black Muslims live. The Darfur problem is an example based on the existence of the relationship between climate change and conflict. The problem is complex and on the axis of security-climate change is the first case study of this century. (BBC. War in Sudan's Darfur 'is over'. August 27, 2009. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/8224424.stm The problem has many variables such as ethnicity, climate change-related factors (drought, decreased cultivated areas, population growth, water scarcity, lack of equal and fair management), and the impact of valuable natural resource assets such as oil on welfare sharing in domestic government. Sudan is an ethnic mosaic country of African and Arab descent, where 134 ethnic languages are spoken, with Muslim Arabs in the north and Christian Blacks in the south. Oil from South Sudan is exported from the port in North Sudan to countries such as Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States, especially China. Khartoum's government in the north, where Muslim Arabs live heavily and the government is from this ethnic group, manages most of the oil revenues. Darfur borders Chad, where groups of ethnically populated Muslim Black residents in the west of the country are engaged in agriculture and livestock. Therefore, Darfur is a densely populated area of anti-government militias in Chad and insurgent groups made up of Black Muslims who rebel against the Sudanese government. The conflict in Darfur, between livestock farmers and farmers engaged in agriculture, water resources and cultivated land, grasslands, and rainfall in the region decreased by 40% due to climate change in the past 25-30 years. Khartoum's government-supported Arab militias in the region and the conflict became ethnic cleansing of Black Muslims. According to the U.N. Report in 2007, it is estimated that two million people have been displaced in the region between 200,000 and 500,000 people have died in the conflict. As John Ashton, the UK Special Representative on Climate Change, said in 2007: "The link of climate change to security is greater than we thought 2-3 years ago. We see the effects of this situation in Darfur." Although the intensity of the conflict in Darfur decreased in 2010 and reconciliation was reached between the Khartoum government and the Black tribes, there are still conflicts between the tribes at the local level due to the sharing of water and cultivated areas. ( Gaafar K. Ahmed,” Chinese Stance on the Darfur Conflict”, September 2010, South African Institute of International Affairs, https://media.africaportal.org/documents/SAIIA_Occasional_Paper_67.pdf, (05.02). 2022).
“by climate change” in the domestic policy dimension of the world. According to this event, it can be said that there are many important links between environmental insecurity and violence, as also conflict and poverty. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the ways to ensure environmental security by analyzing the factors caused by environmental insecurity.

In 1992, The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development in Article 25 (Nations 1992) emphasized that “Peace, development and environmental protection are interdependent and indivisible”.

Nevertheless, this article referred to the gateway to achieving environmental security to achieve peace. Additionally, it points out that environmental security is a prerequisite for national security. In contrast, achieving environmental security for the whole of the world is a complex issue by the variabilities of threats. The main difference between environmental threats and national security threats perceived by traditional national security theories is; It is the variability in terms of space and time and the uncertainty of the severity of the threat. For example, the green energy exported by the Kingdom of Bhutan at the foot of the Himalayas decreases global warming locally. However, the danger of the melting of the Himalayan glaciers continues due to the carbon gas emissions of other countries due to global warming, and the country is faced with a flood disaster. The kingdom of Bhutan reflects on the
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aftermath of the floods it faced between 1994 and 2015. Because only 2700 Himalayan glaciers are on the territory of this country and Bhutan can't solve this problem without the support of international cooperation. In the early 2000s, it is understood that it is impossible to solve the environmental issues caused by global warming with short-term policies. Since these problems spread over a long-term process, interstate cooperation is inevitable both in terms of financial and resource management. A common budget or a supranational authority has not been established between states on this issue. The developed countries are to maintain their economic welfare in terms of GDP is that they still giving priority to the development goal between growth targets and carbon emission reduction. Countries such as the United States, Australia, and Canada gave up their participation in the 2005 Kyoto Protocol, which is one of the important agreements on this subject and was considered to prevent global warming in the early 2000s. It has shown that these countries, which have a significant share in global warming due to carbon emissions, are far from clear and long-term growth targets. It is seen that the avoidance of these countries from joint ventures creates hopelessness for underdeveloped countries and it is a political attitude devoid of sincerity in terms of international cooperation.

The attitude of states toward environmental security threats, as we mentioned before, determines the structure and management of societies and the value-threat relationship of states. Therefore, it is seen that states are hesitant to take precautions for the future if there is no urgency in terms of security or if they do not pose a regional threat due to the possibility of environmental threats. The inability to determine the severity and time of the threat or to predict its geographical limit, as well as the lack of sufficient knowledge and equipment, make international cooperation difficult. In addition, in emergencies where intervention is difficult, factors such as the low level of impact of the threat of some countries or the possibility of the threat are also factors that make international cooperation difficult.

Today, national security is regarded to be analyzed from a new perspective, from national sovereignty to identity, equality, justice, and sustainability of natural life and development, considering the environmental threats arising from environmental degradation.

44 Giddens, The Nation-State and Violence. (California, USA: University of California Press, 1992)
Today, the threats are no longer from other countries, terrorist groups, and other non-state organizations, but from uncontrolled migration, poverty, epidemics, environmental pollution, food scarcity, water scarcity, etc. It has been included in the security discussions from the problems in which the sustainability of the ecosystem becomes difficult and the human-environment balance deteriorates.47

3.2 A New Approach to National Security in Terms of Environmental Security

It has been argued that all environmental risks that threaten well-being within the definition of national security would drain the terms of its meaning before the 1990s. However, the traditional definition of national security expanded both in national and international security issues in also cross-border economic priorities caused by global issues.48 Environmental security is not limited to national security but consists of political, social, and economic issues observed by societies and nations in many ways. However, there is an overlapping process in both national and environmental security on the well-being of societies and economies.

In 1986, the Norwegian Ministry of Defense conducted a workshop with the participation of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Oslo Peace Research Institute, Frankfurt Peace, and the Conflict Research Foundation. In that workshop, the environment-security relationship was examined with multiple factors, and as a consequence, five factors that could be the source of conflict and endanger security were defined.49 Those are environment-society relationships, cultural infrastructure, economic situation, political system, and the capability of natural resources. The lack of natural resources determines the cause of the conflict as well as the level and duration of the conflict. Two of the five important factors here are related to the level of social stabilities (the effect of the environment on education, culture, religious elements, tradition, and custom), and the other three are related to political stability and economic stability depending on the state governance.

Environmental security addresses two distinct issues; the impact of environmental degradation has a potentially violent conflict and it affects the well-being of societies and the welfare of economies. Nevertheless, environmental degradation is a security issue that is a cause of violent conflict and appears to be consistent with the traditional definition of a security

49 Matthew, 2011, 54.
issue. Although it is necessary for global security that non-state actors are involved in cooperation on environmental issues that threaten environmental security, the main policymakers are states. The organizational abilities of the states, institutional identity, maintaining social justice, and sustaining economic efficiency and welfare by using their resources, primarily pointing out the state as the solution center for the problems arising from climate change.

The environmental security components are also identified as the sustainability of human needs (water, food, shelter, etc.). These are serious issues that can ultimately lead to disasters, regional tensions, and violence and also affect both human and social life fields. From one perspective, sustainability is possible not only with the policies determined in way of global development goals but also with the sustainability of the environment and environmental policy. Sustainability must be based primarily on common environmental and social policies. Hence, sustainable life has focused on human security and the sustainability of social life in recent discussions. Therefore, while global environmental issues continue, the state should implement human-centered policies with a new management understanding of sustainability, and maintain social welfare through ethical values and perception of sustainable security rather than power and hegemony.

On September 6-8, 2000, the UN Millennium Declaration (MDGs) was signed by 189 countries, including Turkey, to ensure lasting peace worldwide. This declaration is based on the aim of "transforming globalization into a positive outcome for all humanity", which is the most fundamental global issue. To reduce the vulnerability of states against the threats caused by climate change, multilateral security cooperation on environmental issues is vital to regional security, stability, and development. To achieve these goals, states have adopted a common future goal faced with a common threat to the framework of international partnership. However, the diversity of environmental issues, the level of development, social structure, and regional differences of states cannot keep up with the problems caused by climate change.
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powerful state can decide how to be protected from environmental threats in terms of national security and what kind of measures should be taken with resources. However, a state has not the capacity yet alone to manage all security issues effectively and can not manage all the possible environmental issues equally.\textsuperscript{56} Therefore, while states take place in the security policies of global environmental issues as a threat, using the resources that will serve the purpose in terms of partnership and cooperation efficiently, primarily at local, regional, and global levels will contribute to the solution of global environmental issues. However, since each country or region will be affected differently in terms of security threats caused by climate change, perceiving these problems from a security perspective limits the solution of environmental issues at the national level by many states.

Among the other states the USA has been regularly reporting climate change as an environmental security issue since 1991 as a national security threat. In the report named "National Security Strategy" in 1991, a "national security strategy" analysis of environmental degradation was made on various criteria.\textsuperscript{57} In a report dated 1998, increasing population, new infectious diseases, and uncontrollable refugee migration were identified as significant environmental issues for US National Security.

Environmental security includes protecting human populations, wildlife, biodiversity, natural resources, and ecosystem from curbing harmful practices that contribute to environmental degradation.\textsuperscript{58} With the government’s increasing role as a security provider, the U.S. military will most likely support an expanding role to protect national interests against threats to environmental security. After 2007, on climate change and national security, the United States has been preparing for both direct threats to the homeland and indirect threats to the country’s overseas interests. In particular, it has included climate change as an environmental security threat in its strategic planning. In these reports, the United States plans its strategies, from military preparation to humanitarian aid, with threats in both homeland and overseas.\textsuperscript{59} In other words, the U.S. government has attempted to securitize climate change to
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figure out how to get U.S. decision-makers to care about this environmental issue. Two points refer to environmental security as national security for the U.S. One of them is uncertain threats on U.S. territories and the other is also for the U.S. alliances which the U.S. settled military and economic instruments abroad.\(^{60}\) Furthermore, environmental security is not only national security issue but also for developed countries international security issue. In a 1999 report, on the instability and possibility of conflict caused by climate change, then-president Bill Clinton mentioned that international cooperation is necessary for the efficient use of resources and preventing instability. However, Vice President Al Gore argued that the social impacts of climate change would be greater and launched an application called "Greening the Government" dated April 21, 2000.\(^{61}\) Gore listed the measures that the federal government should take against the risks it will face on a provincial basis.

This situation requires interstate cooperation. However, this cooperation should be built on common benefits, and necessary practices should be developed in line with the principle of common ownership. Therefore, some states are more fragile in terms of economy or administrative structure, and some of them are more flexible in terms of meeting the problems. Here, we can mention two possibilities. First, a country weakened by environmental issues resulting from climate change may be attacked by neighboring countries.\(^{62}\) The second is that states enter armed conflicts to find new resources as a result of demand exceeding supply. Both possibilities will lead to the deterioration and a reduction of resources. Thus, states can re-nationalize the management of resources through a policy of protectionism or make conflict an option due to the lack of resources.

As a problem-solving way to sustain national security in peace and stability if most of the states are taking some precautions by struggling with the environmental threats, the states could manage the threats with their resources (population, technological and territorial opportunities). However, the weakened states would be in deep trouble from these environmental issues so the international demand for sustainable development would turn into sustainable security. The background of sustainable development indicates the natural resources


\(^{62}\) Giddens, 2011, 80.
that are affected by environmental degradation; however, in the future, the security of natural resources or the environment will be substantially important for the survival of the state.

5. Conclusion

Environmental issues arising due to climate change are variable and dynamic for states. Struggling with these problems, the military or economic power of the state or both solely may not be sufficient. The population, which states mentioned as a factor of power policy during and before the Cold War, now in contrast, is at the forefront of the population's quality due to the level of education, level of knowledge, and awareness instead of its residual size. Because in the future, the quality of the population and population growth will be important factors that the state should control to ensure environmental security. Resource scarcity will lead states to seek new resources with the increase in demand. If there is a lack of resources in the country, or the population growth rate is increased and technological opportunities are limited, it will not be able to take part in the sharing of scarce resources as a vulnerable state. If the state is both in balance with its population and economy, it can reach scarce resources geographically close or with its technological, economic, and military opportunities. If the resources are in their territory they will be able to dominate the resource and avoid resource sharing. In this case, a conflict may arise between the countries due to national security concerns. Nevertheless, the two cases indicate security concerns for the states. The first one is insecurity that occurs as a result of the deterioration of the environment driving conflict and insecurity, and the second one is the insecurity that arises as a result of the conflict destroying the natural resources and public services provided by the environment. Both cases indicate that the link between conflict and the environment is related to security.

It is significant for states to avoid conflict for the sustainability of the environment. It is vital in terms of social and economic welfare and the sustainability of societies. Therefore, the concept of sustainability refers to international peace and cooperation. Hence, it is difficult for states to cope with scarce resources and cross-border issues alone, regardless of their level of development or resilience.

The long-term process of global environmental issues and the impact of threats are unpredictable, and the cross-border effects of the problems are complicated. Within the framework of classical security approaches, the most important difference between global environmental threats and other security threats is the unpredictable way of threats. These
threats emerge with the reaction of nature, so the uncertainty of the threats will be another factor that causes solicitude concern for the states. Environmental issues, which are increasingly confronting international society, cause not only economic but also political and social uncertainties if they are not resolved. For example; while population growth was seen as an important environmental problem economically at the state level in the 1990s, the famine and scarcity experienced at the regional level in the 2000s caused migration movements in the Sub-Saharan region. So the migration problem affected the surrounding countries and confronted the states as an important issue at the international level. Migration is a significant issue not only will be solved by the states but also should be solved in cooperation.

Today, security policies should be evaluated through a sustainable national security approach. Because the relationship between power and hegemony is being reshaped by the existence of variable and uncertain threats in international relations. After the 1990s, the significant issue faced by states is global environmental issues. The policy of state security should certainly be supported by the necessary efforts in the society-environment relationship. Hence, it is vital for adopting a new understanding of security that is related to political, economic, and social threats that will cause vulnerability regarding environmental issues. Because the social vulnerability of the state causes economic vulnerability and thus political vulnerability. For this reason, any application that will support the state's existence will increase its resilience of the state. For this, a state administration that will support the struggle for human survival will display a more resilient and flexible structure on global environmental issues.

As a result, states are the most important institutional structures in the struggle for the survival of communities in the face of global environmental issues. However, there is a need for international efforts to support international cooperation in the fight against problems such as hunger, famine, resource scarcity, population growth, and epidemics, especially migration. Therefore, for this kind of cooperation, very well-organized state structures should support it. In addition, this cooperation will enable developed countries to maintain their resilient structures and create cumulative benefits and will prevent conflicts on time and in place by activating cooperation at the regional level.
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